
Indexed Universal Life (IUL)

Insurance products issued by:
Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Securian Life Insurance Company

Index crediting occurs on a one- or two-year basis, depending 
on which indexed account the client has selected, as noted in the 
table to the right:

How it works 
• A premium is paid on November 1, 2018 

• It earns fixed interest in the interim account; monthly charges may be deducted

• On the third Friday of the month, dollars reallocate to the indexed account

• At the end of the segment term, index credits are calculated and applied to 
the index segment

1 Premiums paid on the third Friday of the month are deposited directly into the indexed account.

Indexed Universal Life (IUL) uses a different crediting method than other fixed insurance products. Premium dollars first 
go into an interim account, where they earn fixed interest daily. On the third Friday of each month, those transfer to an 
indexed account, where the crediting is tied to the movement of a market index chosen by the client.1

One- and two-year index crediting

One-year index crediting Two-year index crediting1

No index credits are earned until the 
third Friday of November in 2019.

No index credits are earned until the 
third Friday of November in 2020.

Crediting is based on the change in 
the index from one year ago.

Crediting is based on the change in 
the index from two years ago.

One-year index crediting Two-year index crediting

Index credits are applied one year 
after an index segment is established.

Index credits are applied two years 
after an index segment is established.

We identify the index’s closing value and credit the account based on the change.

Another one-year crediting period 
(known as an index segment) begins at 
that time.

Another two-year crediting period 
(known as an index segment) begins at 
that time.

ONE-YEAR INDEX SEGMENT
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Index credits applied 
Third Friday after the end 

of the segment term

1. A premium is paid. 

2. A premium charge is deducted.

3. The premium earns fixed interest, calculated 
and credited daily, in the interim account. 

4. A monthly charge may be deducted.

5. On the third Friday of the month, dollars 
reallocate to an indexed account. We record 
the closing value of the tracked index. (Premiums 
paid on the third Friday of the month go directly 
to the indexed account.)

6. Whenever a regular premium is paid, a new 
index segment is created on the third Friday of 
the month (immediately following the payment). 
Above, you’ll see monthly, quarterly 
and semiannual examples for a one-year index 
segment. Monthly charges are always deducted.

7. At the end of the segment term, index credits 
are calculated (could be one or two years, 
depending on the indexed account). 
 

8. Index credits are applied on the third Friday of 
the month after the index segment anniversary. 
Crediting is based on the beginning and ending 
value of the index after one or two years, 
depending on the indexed account.

9. A new index segment begins.
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1 Two-year index crediting not available in the state of New York. 
It is important to note that should the index have 0% growth or decline, policy owners bear the risk that 
no index credit will be given to the account.
Life insurance products contain fees, such as mortality and expense charges (which may increase over 
time), and may contain restrictions, such as surrender periods. 
Please keep in mind that the primary reason to purchase a life insurance product is the death benefit. 
These materials are for informational and educational purposes only and are not designed, or intended, 
to be applicable to any person’s individual circumstances. It should not be considered investment advice, 
nor does it constitute a recommendation that anyone engage in (or refrain from) a particular course of 
action. Securian Financial Group, and its affiliates, have a financial interest in the sale of their products.

Insurance products are issued by Minnesota Life Insurance Company in all states except New York. In 
New York, products are issued by Securian Life Insurance Company, a New York authorized insurer. 
Minnesota Life is not an authorized New York insurer and does not do insurance business in New York. 
Both companies are headquartered in St. Paul, MN. Product availability and features may vary by state. 
Each insurer is solely responsible for the financial obligations under the policies or contracts it issues.
Securian Financial is the marketing name for Securian Financial Group, Inc., and its affiliates. Minnesota 
Life Insurance Company and Securian Life Insurance Company are affiliates of Securian Financial 
Group, Inc.
For financial professional use only. Not for use with the public. This material may not be reproduced in 
any way where it would be accessible to the general public.


